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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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Pictured:  The VaBroom in action.  You can sweep dirt into a straight line and then vacuum it up.  An innovative device that combines a brush and vacuum has been created which signals the end of the traditional dustpan.  Its designers say the VaBroom, which looks like an ordinary kitchen brush, will mean no more annoying dust pan lines or sweeping the last of the mess under the rug.  For after brushing up any debris, anyone doing the cleaning just needs to activate the built in suction device to clear it up - saving them from the laborious chore of bending over.  With a built-in pressure activated 14,000 rpm motor vacuum, the device is powerful enough to deal with most household debris, including glass, dirt and children's sweets.  SEE OUR COPY FOR DETAILS.  Please byline: VaBroom/Solent News  ? VaBroom/Solent News & Photo Agency UK +44 (0) 2380 458800
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